A short and simple proof of the fact that isomorphisms between algebras of smooth functions on Hausdorff smooth manifolds are implemented by diffeomorphisms is given. It is not required that manifolds are connected nor second countable nor paracompact. This solves a problem stated by A. Weinstein. Some related results are discussed as well.
Introduction
Choose F to be either R or C. The following looks familiar.
Theorem 1 Every algebra isomorphism Φ : C ∞ (M 1 ; F) → C ∞ (M 2 ; F) between the associative algebras of all F-valued smooth functions on Hausdorff smooth finite-dimensional manifolds M 1 and M 2 is the pullback by a smooth diffeomorphism ϕ : M 2 → M 1 .
However, as it was pointed out to us by A. Weinstein, the standard proofs of this fact available in the literature strongly use the additional requirement that the manifolds are second countable. This is because they use the interpretation of points of such manifolds as multiplicative functionals on the corresponding algebras of functions (this result is sometimes called the "Milnor's exercise", cf. [MiS74, p. 11] ), that has been proved for second countable manifolds (see e.g. [Gra78, Prop. 3.5.] or [AMR88, Suppl. 4 .2C]). Even if we assume that the manifolds are paracompact such proofs work only when the manifolds (e.g. discrete sets) have number of connected components with cardinality no bigger than that of the reals.
Of course, a similar problem occurs when we deal with algebras C(X; F) of all continuous instead of smooth functions. The fact that, for X i being compact (respectively, completely regular and first countable) topological spaces, i = 1, 2, the associative algebras C(X 1 ; R) and C(X 2 ; R) are isomorphic if and only if X 1 and X 2 are homeomorphic was proved already in 1937 by Gel'fand and Kolmogoroff [GeK37] (see also [Sto37] ). In the compact case the authors used also the characterization of points of these spaces as multiplicative functionals (or, equivalently, one-codimensional ideals) of the corresponding algebras of continuous functions. In the general case, an identification of the space of all maximal ideals with the Stone-Čech compactification βX, together with some properties of βX for first countable X, was used. Note that theorems in [GeK37] have existential character and the form of the algebra isomorphism is not given.
The class of completely regular topological spaces X such that every one-codimensional ideal in C(X; R) is of the form p * = {f ∈ C(X; R) : f (p) = 0} for certain x ∈ X appeared in [Hew48] under the name Q-spaces (there are various equivalent definitions). Now the name realcompact spaces is commonly used. Let us call ideals of the form p * fixed and the other one-codimensional ideals free. In this language, the space X is realcompact if all one-codimensional ideals in C(X; R) are fixed. Smooth manifolds M with the analogous property of the algebra C ∞ (M ; R) are called smoothly realcompact. Note that the problem of realcompactness of discrete sets reduces to the problem of σ-measurability of their cardinalities (see Definition 1 and the remarks thereafter). In general, paracompact spaces are realcompact if and only if the cardinalities of all their closed discrete subset are not σ-measurable [Kat51, Hew50] (see also [Eng89, 5.5 .10]). Since connected paracompact Haudorff smooth manifolds are second countable, the maximal cardinality of closed discrete subsets of a paracompact Hausdorff manifold M which is not second countable equals the cardinality of the set of all connected components of M . We will prove the following. This means that one cannot identify points with one-codimensional ideals in C ∞ (M ; R) for a paracompact Hausdorff smooth manifold M with σ-measurable cardinality of components, so one cannot apply directly the standard proof of the form of isomorphisms of the algebras of smooth functions for such manifolds. Of course, one can try to adapt the proof of Gel'fand and Kolmogoroff [GeK37] , but there are several delicate points there. In [Mrč03] Theorem 1 is proved for paracompact manifolds by different methods using characteristic sequences of functions instead of the characterization of multiplicative functionals on the algebras of smooth functions.
Our aim in this note is to present a very elementary proof of Theorem 1 in full generality. The trick is that, to characterize points, we use not all one-codimensional ideals but a natural subclass of them. We present also a few related results. In particular, we get a short proof of the Gel'fand-Kolmogoroff result [GeK37] extended by description of the form of isomorphisms and without use of the Stone-Čech compactification.
All smooth manifolds in this note are assumed to be Hausdorff and finite-dimensional if not otherwise stated.
Smoothly realcompact manifolds
For the convenience of the reader let us start with recalling some notions from Set Theory. Definition 1. By a {0, 1}-valued σ-measure on a set X, we mean a countably additive function µ defined on the family of all subsets of X, and assuming only the values 0 and 1. We call such a measure free if µ({x}) = 0 for all x ∈ X and trivial if µ ≡ 0. A cardinal m we call σ-measurable if a set X of cardinality m admits a {0, 1}-valued σ-measure which is free and nontrivial.
Remarks.
1. In some literature σ-measurable cardinals defined above are called just measurable. We decided to distinguish σ-measurability from the notion of measurabilty of cardinals which is used nowadays in Set Theory: an uncountable cardinal m is measurable if there exists an m-complete nonprincipal (free) ultrafilter over m or, equivalently, if there exists a non-trivial {0, 1}-valued measure on m which is κ-additive for all κ < m (cf. [Je78, Ch. 5]). Since the smallest σ-measurable cardinal is measurable ([Je78, Lemma 27.1]) the problem of existence of measurable cardinals is equivalent to the problem of existence of σ-measurable cardinals (and far from being solved).
2. It is obvious that ℵ 0 is not σ-measurable, so, according to a theorem by S. Ulam [Ula30] , c = 2
ℵ0
is not σ-measurable. Since each {0, 1}-valued σ-measure is m-additive for every non-σ-measurable m (cf. [GiJ60, 12.3]), each {0, 1}-valued σ-measure µ is c-additive, i.e. µ( γ<c S γ ) = 1 implies that µ(S γ ) = 1 for certain γ < c. Here and further we identify cardinal numbers with the smallest ordinals with the same cardinality.
We will prove a result slightly more general than Theorem 2 (algebras of complex-valued functions are included).
Theorem 3 Let M be a paracompact smooth manifold M . Then there is a free one-codimensional ideal in C ∞ (M ; F) if and only if the cardinality m of the set of all connected components of M is σ-measurable.
Proof.-Let C = {C γ : γ < m} be the set of all connected components of M .
(⇐) Suppose m is σ-measurable and let µ be a {0, 1}-valued free and nontrivial σ-measure on X = {γ < m}. By the above remark, µ is c-additive. Consider a choice {p γ ∈ C γ : γ < m} of points of the components of M and put
It is easy to see that J is a proper ideal in A = C ∞ (M ). Moreover, J is one-codimensional in A. Indeed, for any g ∈ A consider the partition of X consisting of subsets V r = g −1 ({r}), r ∈ R. Since µ is c-additive, µ(V r0 ) = 1 for certain r 0 ∈ R. But this means that (g − r 0 · 1 M ) ∈ J, so J is one-codimensional. Finally, that J is free follows from the fact that µ is free.
(⇒) suppose that there is a free one-codimensional ideal J in A = C ∞ (M ). We define a {0, 1}-valued nontrivial function µ defined on subsets of X = {γ < m} by
We will show that µ is countable additive. Observe first that µ(S) = µ(S ′ ) = 1 ⇒ S ∩ S ′ = ∅. Indeed, if one had S ∩ S ′ = ∅ then the zero-sets of f S and f S ′ are disjoint, so |f S | 2 + |f S ′ | 2 would be a nowhere-vanishing, so invertible, function in J. We have to show that for every partition X = ∞ n=1 X n by pairwise disjoint subset there is n 0 such that µ(X n0 ) = 1. For, take f ∈ A assuming only natural values such that f |Cγ ≡ n for γ ∈ X n . Since J is one-codimensional, f − r · 1 M ∈ J for certain r ∈ R. It is clear that r has to be natural, say r = n 0 , so µ(X n0 ) = 1 by definition.
Finally, we will show that the σ-measure µ is free. In the other case we would have µ({γ 0 }) = 1 for certain γ 0 < m. This means that every function from J has zeros in C γ0 , i.e. J γ0 = J ∪ C ∞ (C γ0 ; F) is non-trivial, thus one-codimensional, ideal in C ∞ (C γ0 ; F). Here, of course, we understand C ∞ (C γ0 ; F) as the subalgebra in C ∞ (M ; F) consisting of functions with support in C γ0 . Since C γ0 is paracompact and second countable, we are in the standard case and J γ0 = p * for some p ∈ C γ0 . Consequently, J = p * ; a contradiction.
Distinguished ideals and isomorphisms: smooth case
Let A be an associative commutative algebra with unit 1 over a field k and let M(A) be the set of all one-codimensional ideals in A (or, equivalently, of all multiplicative functionals m : A → k).
i.e., if there is f ∈ I which belongs to no other one-codimensional ideal of A.
Denote the set of all distinguished ideals of A by D(A).
On D(A) we introduce the topology (sometimes called the Stone topology) by defining the closure cl(S) of S ⊂ D(A) as consisting of those I ∈ D(A) which include J∈S J (cf. [GeK37, Sto37] ).
Theorem 4 Let M be a Hausdorff finite-dimensional smooth manifold and let A = C ∞ (M ; F). Then,
Proof.-We will show first that (1) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between M and D(A). Let I be a distinguished ideal of A and let f ∈ A does not belong to any other one-codimensional ideal. Since f belongs to a single one-codimensional ideal and ideals p * , for p ∈ M , are clearly onecodimensional and pairwise different, f vanishes at no more than one point. But f has to vanish at a point, say p, since otherwise it is invertible in A. This implies that I ⊂ p * , so I = p * . Conversely, it is easy to see that ideals p * , p ∈ M , are distinguished. For, it suffices to consider a smooth function f vanishing exactly at p (e.g. to take locally, in a coordinate chart (U, x) centered at p, the function i x 2 i and to prolong it smoothly to a positive function outside U ). If f were a member of any other one-codimensional ideal, say J, then we would have g ∈ J not vanishing at p and the function |f | 2 + |g| 2 would be an invertible member of J. Having established the identification of M with D(A) we will end up with showing, completely analogously to [GeK37] , that it identifies also the topologies on M and D(A).
Indeed if S ⊂ M and p ∈ cl M (S) then, due to continuity of smooth functions, any function vanishing on S has to vanish at p. Conversely, if p / ∈ cl M (S) then we can find a coordinate neighbourhood U of p not intersecting S and a bump function f ∈ A with support in U and
It is obvious that the property "to be a distinguished ideal" is a pure algebraic property respected by algebra isomorphisms, so we can proceed like in the standard case.
Proof of Theorem 1.-Denote
and, in view of Theorem 4, a bijection ϕ :
vanishes at p according to (2), so Φ(f )(p) = f (ϕ(p)) for all f ∈ A 1 , p ∈ M 2 , i.e. Φ is the pullback by ϕ. It remains to prove that ϕ is a diffeomorphism. To be able to check smoothness in local charts, let us show first that it is a homeomorphism. According to Theorem 4,
that proves the continuity. Since ϕ −1 is continuous as well, we conclude that ϕ is a homeomorphism. Now we can use the fact that in a neighbourhood of any point M 2 we can use certain compactly supported x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ A as local coordinates. The functions x 1 • ϕ, . . . , x n • ϕ are smooth on M 1 , so ϕ is smooth. Similarly, ϕ −1 is smooth, so ϕ is a diffeomorphism.
Remark. In Theorem 1, isomorphisms cannot be replaced by homomorphisms, even surjective ones. A simple example is as follows. Take M which admits a free one-codimensional ideal J of A = C ∞ (M ; R) and the canonical projection Φ : A → R = A/J. We can consider R as the algebra of smooth functions on a single point but Φ cannot be the pullback of an embedding of this point into M , since J is free.
Isomorphisms: general case
It is completely obvious that a main part of the above proof remains valid if we replace the algebras of smooth functions with certain unitary subalgebras S i of algebras C(X i , F) of all F-valued continuous functions on topological spaces X i such that
2. for every p ∈ X i and every open neighbourhood U of p there is g ∈ S i , g :
, and such that g(p ′ ) = 1 if and only if p ′ = p, i = 1, 2. Note that if g ∈ S i is as above, 1 − g vanishes exactly at p, so the above conditions ensure S i -regularity of X i and the fact that p * are distinguished ideals in S i , i = 1, 2. Algebras of continuous functions satisfying the above conditions we will call distinguishing. Thus we get the following.
Theorem 5 Let S i be a distinguishing algebra of F-valued continuous functions on a topological space X i , i = 1, 2. Then, every algebra isomorphism Φ : S 1 → S 2 is the pullback by a homeomorphism ϕ : X 2 → X 1 .
Corollary 1 [GeK37] If X i , i = 1, 2, are first countable completely regular topological spaces then every algebra isomorphism Φ : C(X 1 ; F) → C(X 2 ; F) is the pullback by a homeomorphism ϕ : X 2 → X 1 .
Proof.-It suffices to prove that the algebra C(X; F) is distinguishing for any first countable completely regular X. For p ∈ X and an open neighbourhood U of p, we construct a continuous function g : X → [0, 1], supp(g) ⊂ U , and such that g(p ′ ) = 1 if and only if p ′ = p as follows. Take a countable basis {U n : n = 1, 2, . . . } of the topology at p, consisting of open sets contained in U , and, using the complete regularity, take functions g n ∈ C(X; [0, 1]) such that supp(g n ) ⊂ U n and g n (p) = 1. Then
1 2 n g n is the required function.
Remark. The above results easily imply that Theorem 1 remains valid for manifolds of class C k , the algebras of functions of class C k , and diffeomorphisms of class C k , k = 0, 1, . . . , ∞. It is also valid for infinite-dimensional manifolds of various types (e.g. modelled on Banach spaces or just convenient vector spaces [KM97b, Ch. VI]) if only the existence of appropriate bump functions is ensured, i.e. if there are smooth functions f with supports in a given neighbourhood of 0 in the model topological vector space X and such that f (x) = 1 if and only if x = 0. This is true, for instance, for Banach spaces admitting an equivalent smooth norm (e.g. Hilbert spaces or L p (R) for p even). We will not discuss these problems here. For the questions of existence of smooth bump functions and partitions of unity on infinite-dimensional manifolds we refer to [DGZ93] , [AMR88, Supl. 5.5], and [KM97b, Ch. III].
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